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London, United Kingdom – JSM Wireless have chosen SIX Telekurs as a
primary data source to deliver real-time financial data to their mobile
application ‘Blue™’.
SIX Telekurs leveraged their web services technology in partnership with sister
company Rolotec to enable real-time delivery of pricing data to a mobile device
running the Blue™ application. The application, for non-professional users only,
has been specially developed to allow automated permissioning thereby entitling
the user with access to pricing information from specific sources within seconds.
Sulim Malook, CEO of JSM Wireless comments, “Blue™ is the leading provider of
white label mobile market data applications globally – so when we went to the
market to source our data, content, timeliness and accuracy were of prime
importance to us. SIX Telekurs not only provides us with this but their forward
use of technology complements our own brand ethos.“
Martin Cole, Managing Director of SIX Telekurs U.K. Ltd adds, “Our technology
combined with the breadth and depth of our data has helped JSM Wireless offer
their clients access to over two million streaming prices in the palm of their hand.
The development of this technology was crucial to the uniqueness of the end
product and SIX Telekurs is very pleased to be working with JSM Wireless on this
exciting project”.
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SIX Telekurs
As a leader in its field, SIX Telekurs specializes in procuring, processing and
distributing international financial information. Financial market specialists at
SIX Telekurs gather information from all the world’s major trading venues –
directly and in real-time. The SIX Telekurs database with its structured and
encoded securities administration data for 6.8 million financial instruments is
unique in terms of its depth of information and data coverage. With offices in 23
countries, SIX Telekurs combines the advantages of global presence and local
know-how.
SIX Telekurs is a SIX Group company. On a global scale, SIX Group offers firstrate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.
Further information is available at: www.six-telekurs.com
Rolotec

In the multi-faceted world of software development, Rolotec has specialised in
developing tailor-made financial software for the past 25 years. Rolotec was
founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Biel, Switzerland. As part of SIX
Group, Rolotec focuses on Switzerland as a financial centre, as well as on
those markets in which SIX Group companies are active.
Rolotec provides customized solutions, ranging from data interfaces right
through to client-specific systems for the interplay of data, processes and
software. We offer straight-through processing refined and perfected to the
customers benefit.
Rolotec’s main areas of activity fall under the following categories: Display
Solutions, Realtime Calculation Solutions, Reference Data Based Solutions,
Trading & Portfolio Management, Compliance & Risk Solutions and Operation &
Hosting. The range of our customized solutions is without bounds. In short,
Rolotec analyzes business needs, examines all available options, presents
possible solutions, and implements the chosen software solution which perfectly
matches the needs of the customer in question.
Further information is available at: www.rolotec.ch
JSM Wireless
JSM Wireless UK PLC is a UK holding company for a group of companies whose Its

flagship software application, Blue™, enables bankers, brokers, dealers, fund
managers, financial advisors, accountants, lawyers, retail investors and anyone
exposed to financial markets to view high quality streaming market data over
mobile devices.
Further information is available at: www.jsmwireless.com.
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